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Netbooknet | telecard Telekarta is a digital television operator that appeared due to the merger of
Tricolor companies (Russia Today, Discovery Channel, Amedia Premium, TLC, Playboy TV and

others). Telekompalat operates several Eutelsat Hotbird 42B and 36A satellites. The list of
Russian channels broadcast on the T4 SAT satellite consists of several dozen television channels,
most of which are free: AVAILABILITY, Telecards, DiscountTV, TV60, TV3, MuzTV, TV1000
Russian cinema, TV Center, Europe Plus, Prestige, MTV, MTV Russia, TNS Russia. NTV, TNT,

REN-TV, REN TV, STS, Home, NTV Plus, TV3, Uzbekistan TV (Tashkent), Euronews,
EuroNews, RTR Planet. Eutelsats Hotbirds 42B The Eutelesat HotBird 42B satellite was

launched on November 18, 2006 at 00:01 Moscow time from the Baikonur Cosmodrome by a
Proton-M carrier rocket. During the launch, the satellite separated from the upper stage Briz-M,
after which it was transferred to an elliptical orbit, in which it will make all subsequent launches.
On December 7, 2006, the satellite was transferred to the geostationary mode of operation. After

that, it was not launched into orbit for six years. Since 2009, its position relative to geographic
north has changed to 71o, since then the satellite has been at a more distant position than planned.

Formed at the beginning of 1996, the satellite was to broadcast until 2007 at frequencies of
29.75-29.995 MHz. In early 2008, EutelSat-2 was replaced by EutelSat 2. In the second half of

2009, the satellite stopped operating due to technical problems. On November 20, 2013 the
satellite was decommissioned due to lack of funding. Satellite has been translated
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